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All Stars Rice Pudding, neutral, 2000g tin  
 

Are you looking for a quick source of
energy? One that fills you up, is easy to
digest and doesn't put a strain on your
body? Then the new Rice Pudding
(Instant) is the perfect choice for you.
Whether you need extra calories for the
bulking phase, quick energy for the next
meeting or training session or you want to
satisfy a small hunger pang in between,
All Stars Rice Pudding (instant) is the
perfect choice. Quick and easy to prepare,
it is quick and easy to enjoy. Try it out - on
its own or with your favorite toppings.

 CHF 44.50  
      

      

Made from 100% rice flour, Rice Pudding (Instant) Powder provides you with quick energy for everyday
life and training. One portion (50 g powder) contains more than 40 g, 80% carbohydrates, only 0.25 g
sugar, 0.1 g fat and 4 g protein plus fiber. This makes Rice Pudding (Instant) a perfect and easily
digestible source of energy during training, between meals or in the morning when you simply need a
portion of energy. Rice Pudding (Instant) can be enriched with other ingredients (fruit, nuts, FLAVR
DROPS or FLAVOR POWDER etc.) according to personal preference.

RICE PUDDING FROM ALL STARS FITNESS

The rice pudding (instant) powder can be mixed with cold, warm or hot water to make a delicious and
easily digestible rice pudding, which can be refined and enriched with other ingredients according to
personal preference. Whether you want a little more sweetness and taste, e.g. with flavor drops, stirred-
in flavor powder or added protein powder, whether you want to make it a little creamier with yoghurt or
quark, add more nutrients with fruit and nuts or simply enjoy it on its own. Anything is possible. Ideal for
a quick meal in everyday life or around training when the body needs a little energy boost. The Rice
Pudding (Instant) is suitable for athletes and non-athletes alike. Each tin contains 40 portions.

Packaging unit: 2000g tin

Flavor: Neutral
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